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Abstract: The state detection method to the aircraft engine is very important to assure the aircraft’s safety
flight, which has developed a new technology to realize the fault diagnosis to the aircraft engine. The collection
of aircraft engine vibration signal can be used to complete the aircraft engine state detection and the fault
diagnosis. In this study, the pretreated aircraft engine’s vibration signal was analyzed based on the time domain
method, through the simulation, we can identify the aircraft engine’s current state from the normal flight to the
fault state. And the time domain parameters can accurately judge current aircraft engine state, which provide
the research basis for the subsequent aircraft engine fault diagnosis type.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of modern aircraft engine
technology, the aircraft engine state monitor technology
has become the direction of development. The system
structure of the compound can make the higher aircraft
engine fault rate. So, the effective fault diagnosis to the
aircraft engine has become the important factor of the
aircraft flight in safe and has important meaning. Ma and
Liu (2010). In the aircraft engine operation process, state
monitor and fault diagnosis information has many, which
including the signal such as vibration, temperature,
pressure, noise and deformation, etc. Among these
informations, the vibration signal can more quickly,
directly reflect the operation, so, it can be effectively used
to analyze the engine operation state, which provide the
reliable basis for the aircraft engine fault diagnosis (Zhu
and Zhu, 2011; Fan et al., 2004).

The traditional aircraft engine state monitor and fault
diagnosis method is Fourier transform. But the aircraft
engine fault based on the vibration signals have the non-
stationary characteristics, so, the Fourier transform is
accurate. We should carry out the deeply signal
processing to analyze the aircraft engine state and find the
fault type in order to judge the fault type according to the
needs of the fault diagnosis. This study used the aircraft
engine vibration signal after pretreated to complete the
time domain analysis and find the starting time of aircraft
engine fault, which provides the theoretical study basis for
the subsequent aircraft engine state detection and fault
diagnosis.

METHODOLOGY

Vibration state monitor and fault diagnosis: Although
the aircraft engine installed upon the aircraft with more
vibration freedom degree  and the cause of the vibration

has many, but it can be traced. In engineering field, the
aircraft engine vibration often carry out the classification
research according to the structure of the vibration source,
namely into the rotor vibration, blade vibration, bearing
vibration, etc and analyze in basic frequency or the
concept of every harmonic analysis, in order to find
vibration sources and find the faults. At present, the sure
knowledge of the aircraft engine vibration caused by the
fault usually has the rotor imbalance, rotor hot bending,
rotor misalignment, rotor rubbing, the bearing connection
loose or rotor supporting structure clearance out of
tolerance, rolling bearing fault, gear fault, oil membrane
oscillation, local resonance, shaft crack, rotating stall and
surge and uneven flow vortex move, etc. Hu (2003).

The vibration characteristics has the big difference in
the normal condition state and the fault state, the
difference contains the machinery fault information.
Therefore, vibration analysis on the basis of the state
detection and fault diagnosis technology is an effective
tools to the aircraft engine structure, strength the
prediction of the fault. The classic vibration signal
processing method usually includes the signal pretreated,
time domain analysis and frequency domain analysis, etc.

Signal pretreated: Through the test system, we obtain
the raw data with some noise and other errors data. The
noise and errors may be produced by the acquisition
system when working by the outside interference, also
may be appeares in the process of unpredictable caused by
mistake when the original data is transferred into the
physical quantities. These interference and error of
processing the data also affect the results bigger, even
draw a wrong conclusion. Therefore, the original data
pretreatment of reducing the noise, all kinds of
interference and error data can help for the extraction of
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useful information. In signal analysis, in the one hand,
signals willing be used often has some high frequency
noise composition, in the other hand, sometimes we only
need a certain frequency band signal components
interested. Therefore, in the first, we will filter the signal
by the digital filter to remove the noise and the high
frequency signal useless. And we can go through the
mean, wrong points out, eliminate the tendency item, etc
method to realize the signal preprocessing.

Meaning value process: In order to understand the
statistic characteristics of the signal analysis and show the
changes of the data, we need to carry out mean value
process to signa. If we set the initial data for sequence
X(n), the data for sequence after the meaning value
process is shown as formula (1) (Bai et al., 2011):

(1)( ) ( ) ( )$X n X n X n= −

Among the formula (1),  is the average of theX n( )
original sequence, namely as formula (2):
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The meaning value process eliminate the dc
component of signal.

Eliminating the wrong points: In signal acquisition, due
to improper operation, an unexpected noise interference,
sensor failure and signal loss or other reasons, sometimes
it will appear the abnormal data, which is namely the
wrong point. The trend of the data points or itself
obviously beyond the range of possible. The wrong point
existence will influence analysis results, especially to the
influence of the high coefficients, so, it must be eliminate
(He, 1995). Eliminating random digital signal of abnormal
data method has more, mostly according to the statistical
principle, we can eliminate the abnormal points or smooth
processing. In the system, we use the standard deviation
(RMS) as the foundation of wrong points out method,
which is based on data value more than three times of the
standard deviation  F or not as the basis, if the signal to
mean for ± 3F as confidence interval, its confidence can
reach 99.74%. Through adding the right and wrong of two
adjacent point value peace, then take again the average,
we can eliminate the wrong point. Assume that data
collection is to meet the normal distribution of random
signal, then P(|x ! : | > 3F # 0.0026, Among the formula,
: and F  is mean and standard deviation of collection
signal. Visible, in greater to : + 3F or less than : ! 3F of
the signs probability is very small, only under 0.26%.
Therefore, it can be said if the signal greater than : + 3F
or less than :!3F, it is the wrong point and should be
eliminate.

Eliminating the trendency item: The trendency item is
a nonlinear term ingredients that existing in a slow change
linear or periodic greater than the length of the record in
the random signal. In digital signal collection process,
there might be the interference of systemic factors, the
measurement data shows some of trend. The existence of
the trendency item can make the time domain of the
related analysis and frequency domain power spectrum
analysis cause greater error and even to make low
frequency spectrum completely lose authenticity. So, in
the test signal analysis, we often want to eliminate
tendency item (Sun, 2007). We can usually use the least
square method to eliminate the trendency itme of the
vibration signal. Algorithm is shown as follows. If we
assume the data for {x(k)}(k = 1, 2, ..., n) and put a
polynomial function for:
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Confirm the undetermined coefficient aj (j = 1, 2, ...,
m), which make  and the error ordinary of the( )$x k
discrete data x(k) is minimum, namely:
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In turn to ask the partial derivative E to aj , which
makes its value to zero, then we can get a m + 1 order
linear equations:
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Then soluting the equations, seek the m + 1
undetermined coefficients. m is the order times of the
polynomial. The eliminating trendeny itme formulas is
shown as formula (6). In the actual signal processing, we
usually take m = 1 ~ 3 to realize tendency item
elimination:

(k = 1, 2, ..., n) (6)( ) ( )y k x k a kj
j

m
j= −

=
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0

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Amplitude domain analysis: The various treatment to
the signal amplitude called amplitude domain analysis
(He, 2007). If we get a group of sampling discrete data
{xi} (i =1, 2, ..., n) for to signal x(t), the signal amplitude
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domain parameters including an average value , it isx
the average of the signal and describe the data of the static
component, also named as dc component: 

(7)X
N
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=

1 2

1

Xmax is said the mean square root value, which
reflecting the signal energy size, measuring the vibration
magnitude. The absolute maximum | X |max  is usually used
in the inspection structure strength, especially at low
frequency structure damage and it is directly relationship.
All these parameters in front of stability is good, but is not
sensitive to the early fault signal. In addition, there are
others index parameters, such as bellow. The waveform
index Sf  is as formula (8), the peak index Cf is as formula
(9), the pulse index Lf is as formula (10), the margin index
CLf is as formula (11) and the kurtosis index Kv  is as
formula (12):
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Among the formula (12),  is the mean for signal xi,x
F is the signal standard deviation of xi. These indexes
belong to nondimensional parameters and have not
sensitive characteristics to the signal amplitude variation
and frequency variation. These coefficients have a strong
recognition ability for aircraft engine fault, especially
during the fault early occurs, they have significantly
changing, so, they have higher sensitivity to the early
aircraft engine fault, but have bad stability. All kinds of
time domain parameters essentially depend on the
probability density function of the random signal. In order
to get more accurate judge, we usually use the time
domain index, because they have sensitivity and stability
parameters selection, which can be as the basis of the
aircraft engine state detection and the fault diagnosis.

Fig. 1: Vibration signal wave form of the normal state

Fig. 2: Vibration signal wave form of the when engine occurs

Vibration signal analysis: We installate the acceleration
sensor with 6.25 KHz sampling frequency to get the
vibration signals. Because the sample frequency is higher,
the signal data contains engine aircraft engine running
from start to stop and other state. Due to the collecting
vibration signals include the useful information and other
noise signals, etc. Under the frequency of 2 KHz is useful
signal, which can be applicated in analysis of the aircraft
engine state monitor and the fault diagnosis. Therefore,
we can filter the acquisition signal through the Wavelet
multi-resolution filter to filter the high-frequency sub-
component. Then we carry out the time domain analysis
to the vibration signal every 1024 data point. Through
comparing the 4 groups of time domain indexes of the
different vibration signal, we can monitor the aircraft
engine condition. 

In order to accurately analyze the statistic
characteristics of the vibration signal, we carry out the
zero mean, eliminate error points, etc pretreatment to the
acquisition vibration signal. Figure 1 and 2, respectively
expresses the vibration signal waveform of the normal
flight state and abnormal flight in fault state. From
observing the vibration signal, it is hard to observe the
aircrate engine fault happen. 

We chose part of the time domain parameters when
the aircraft engine vibration signals in normal flight and
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Table 1: Comparing with the amplitude domain paremeter
Engine state Xrms Sf CLf Lf Kv

1 0.5391 1.2519 2.6823 3.7635 2.9106
2 0.5222 1.2570 2.8106 4.0200 3.1055
3 0.6407 1.2763 3.6571 4.7340 3.5444
4 0.6720 1.2863 4.1266 5.1959 3.4079

fault flight (Li et al., 2011) and the time domain index
value are shown in Table 1. 

From Table 1 we can see, the 1, 2 groups of data are
the measured data in the aeroengine normal operation, at
this time, the changes of Xrms, Sf, CLf, Lf  and Kv are not
big, the 3 group datas have started to increase beginning
for vibration, the vibration has increased obviously at this
time, however, because the Xrms  are not sensitive to the
early vibration, value change is not obvious.
Nondimensional parameters are changing significant at
this time. Because the pulse components increase, we can
judge aeroengine fault symptoms. The 4 gourp data, Xrms
increases obviously and that the engine is aggravating, in
addition, data from the Lf  of 4 group can be seen in fault
evident, the Lf and vibration strengthening of early fault
numerical is close. Therefore, only through the Lf  will
cover the fault characteristics, in the judgment of domain
indexes, we can accurately judge the aircraft engine
vibration fault happening starting time.

CONCLUSION

The aircraft engine vibration signal can more quickly
and directly reflect the aircraft engine condition. So, this
study calculates the time domain parameters through the
vibration signal and comparing with the time domain
parameters from the aircraft engine normal work state to
the fault state, which proves the time domain parameters
can very effectively predict the aircraft engine fault and
start time actually. The result can provide the theoretical

basis for judging the subsequent use of various algorithm
in aircraft engine fault analysis. Now, the aircraft engine
fault diagnosis is still in the early stage, research of basic
theory is lack, so, it requires further, more detailed study
(Song et al., 2011).
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